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SUMMARY
The availability of large-scale metagenomic
sequencing data can facilitate the understanding of
microbial ecosystems in unprecedented detail. How-
ever, current computational methods for predicting
ecological interactions are hampered by insufficient
statistical resolution and limited computational scal-
ability. They also do not integrate metadata, which
can reduce the interpretability of predicted ecolog-
ical patterns. Here, we present FlashWeave, a
computational approach based on a flexible Proba-
bilistic Graphical Model framework that integrates
metadata and predicts direct microbial interactions
from heterogeneous microbial abundance data sets
with hundreds of thousands of samples. FlashWeave
outperforms state-of-the-art methods on diverse
benchmarking challenges in terms of runtime and
accuracy. We use FlashWeave to analyze a cross-
study data set of 69,818 publicly available human
gut samples and produce, to the best of our knowl-
edge, the largest and most diverse network of
predicted, direct gastrointestinal microbial in-
teractions to date. FlashWeave is freely available
for download here: https://github.com/meringlab/
FlashWeave.jl.
INTRODUCTION
Microorganisms shape virtually every aspect of Earth’s
biosphere. Besides their critical role in global biogeochemical
cycles (Falkowski et al., 2008) and widespread symbiosis with
all major branches of life (Oh et al., 2009; McFall-Ngai, 2014; Ka-
waguchi and Minamisawa, 2010), the tight coupling between the
microbiome and human health is rapidly gaining appreciation
(Carabotti et al., 2015; Thaiss et al., 2016). While the structure
of microbial ecosystems is influenced by environmental factors
and hosts (Bonder et al., 2016; Dyhrman et al., 2007; Krause
et al., 2012), another important driving force is the ecological in-
teractions between microbes (Faust and Raes, 2012; Xavier,
2011), such as competition, symbiosis, commensalism, and
antagonism.
The inability to (co-)culture the majority of microorganisms in
the lab (Solden et al., 2016; Goers et al., 2014) makes computa-
tional tools instrumental for the prediction of ecological depen-
dencies between microbes, which can allow the generation of
detailed hypotheses and better steer resource-intensive experi-
mentation. Common to these approaches is the utilization of
cross-sectional (co-occurrence and co-abundance [Chaffron
et al., 2010; Friedman and Alm, 2012; Kurtz et al., 2015]) and tem-
poral (Stein et al., 2013; Xia et al., 2011) statistical patterns, or
alternatively metabolic complementarity (Zelezniak et al., 2015;
Levy et al., 2015), to infer ecological associations and construct
networks of predicted interactions. Currently, widespread
methodsare restricted topredicting pairwise interactions through
univariate statistical associations (FriedmanandAlm, 2012; Faust
and Raes, 2016; Xia et al., 2011), but more recent approaches
based on probabilistic graphical models (PGMs) consider the
conditional dependency structure between microbes to distin-
guish between direct and indirect associations (Kurtz et al.,
2015; Yang et al., 2017; Ro¨ttjers and Faust, 2018). Indirect (or
spurious) associations can, for instance, be driven by indirect
species interactions (i.e., interactions between two species
conveyed through other intermediary species [Cazelles et al.,
2016]) or by niche and batch effects. While PGM approaches
can result in more sparse and interpretable networks, typical
drawbacks include the requirement of larger data sets with suffi-
cient statistical power and increased computational complexity.
Hundreds of thousands of microbial sequencing samples from
various environments around the globe are now available (Mitch-
ell et al., 2018), alleviating the lack of statistical power, yet this
wealth of data can currently not be utilized by state-of-the-art
PGM methods due to insufficient computational scalability.
Furthermore, sample heterogeneity of these cross-study data
sets, such as variation in habitats, measurement conditions,
and sequencing technology, can lead to confounding associa-
tions, typically not addressed by current methods (Ro¨ttjers and
Faust, 2018). Exceptions include mLDM (Yang et al., 2017) and
MInt (Biswas et al., 2015), which, however, do not address un-
measured sources of heterogeneity (i.e., latent factors).
Here, we present FlashWeave, a computational approach for
inferring high-resolution interaction networks from large and het-
erogeneous collections of microbial sequencing samples based
on co-occurrence or co-abundance. FlashWeave is optimized
for computational speed and mitigates a number of known arti-
facts common in cross-study sequencing data analysis, such
as compositionality effects, bystander effects, shared-niche
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biases, and sequencing biases. It furthermore allows the seam-
less integration of environmental factors, such as temperature
and pH, to estimate their influence on studied ecosystems and
to remove indirect associations driven by them. Finally, it miti-
gates the impact of unmeasured confounding influences medi-
ated by structural zeros (i.e., non-random absences driven by
environmental or technical factors).
We compared FlashWeave to a variety of state-of-the-art
methods on a wide collection of synthetic and biological bench-
marks and showed that it outperforms other methods in terms of
speed. In addition, it achieved overall increased accuracy, in
particular on heterogeneous cross-habitat data sets with large
fractions of structural zeros. We furthermore illustrated the use-
fulness of integrating non-microbial factors into network analysis
by including habitat and primer variables into the inference of an
interaction network based on the Human Microbiome Project.
Finally, we applied FlashWeave to a global collection of 69,818
publicly available microbial sequencing samples of the human
gastrointestinal tract, covering 488 studies. To our knowledge,
the resulting association network represents the most compre-
hensive model of ecological dependencies of the human gut to
date, depleted of indirect associations and inferred using mini-
mal computational resources and time. We analyzed this
network in depth to demonstrate its consistency with previously
described ecological patterns. The model furthermore unveiled
candidates for uncharacterized hub operational taxonomic units
(OTUs) and yielded a notable signal for phylogenetic assortativity
(PA) with potential biological relevance.
RESULTS
A Fast and Compositionally Robust Method for
Ecological Network Inference, Capable of Handling
Heterogeneous Data
FlashWeave is based on the local-to-global learning (LGL)
approach proposed by Aliferis et al. (Aliferis et al., 2010a), a
constraint-based causal inference framework for the prediction
of direct relationships between variables in large systems. Algo-
rithms of this family infer, for each target variable T in a system (in
our case, OTUs or meta-variables [MVs]), its directly associated
neighborhood, i.e., the set of neighbor variables that renders all
remaining variables probabilistically independent of T. These
sets are identified through a heuristically optimized sequence
of statistical tests for conditional independence, which iteratively
remove indirect edges while assuring that only the most prom-
ising tests are being performed. Subsequently, individual
neighborhoods are connected into a global network through a
combinator strategy (see STAR Methods for a detailed descrip-
tion of the full method). This procedure results in the removal of
indirect (i.e., purely correlational) associations commonly re-
ported by widespread univariate methods. Related algorithms
have been successfully applied in a wide range of fields,
including cancer diagnosis (Sboner and Aliferis, 2005), drug-
drug interactions (Duda et al., 2005), and gene regulatory
network inference (Narendra et al., 2011).
FlashWeave is an optimized implementation of the semi-inter-
leaved HITON-PC (si-HITON-PC [Aliferis et al., 2010a]) instantia-
tion of LGL (Figure 1A), extended through several heuristics,
including the feedforward and fast-elimination heuristics, as
well as a dedicated convergence criterion. These can drastically
improve runtime for hub variables with large neighborhoods,
which are a typical feature of ecological networks and pose
considerable problems to the vanilla version of si-HITON-PC
(see STAR Methods, ‘‘Heuristics’’). In addition, FlashWeave in-
corporates methods for compositionality correction, which are
essential since abundances from sequencing data constitute
compositions, constrained to the simplex and long known to
induce artificial correlations ((Pearson, 1896; Aitchison, 1981;
Vandeputte et al., 2017); see STAR Methods, ‘‘Normalization’’).
In contrast to most other methods, FlashWeave can utilize MV
information (Figure 1B), such as subject lifestyle factors, physico-
chemical measurements, or sequencing protocol information, to
report direct relationships between OTUs and MVs, as well as to
further reduce spurious associations. If confounding MVs are un-
measured, a specialized mode (FlashWeaveHE) additionally re-
duces spurious associationsdrivenby structural zeros (Figure 3A).
Increased Prediction Performance on a Variety of
Synthetic Datasets
Since experimentally verified biological interactions betweenmi-
crobes are scarcely available, we initially employed previously
published frameworks that generate synthetic data with ecolog-
ical structure. We compared the quality of networks inferred by
two different operating modes of FlashWeave—‘‘sensitive’’ (-S)
and ‘‘fast’’ (-F) (Figure 1C)—to three widely used univariate infer-
ence methods (SparCC [Friedman and Alm, 2012] (using a more
recent re-implementation from the SpiecEasi package [Kurtz
et al., 2015]), eLSA [Xia et al., 2011], and CoNet [Faust and
Raes, 2016]) and three conditional methods (mLDM [Yang
et al., 2017] and SpiecEasi [Kurtz et al., 2015], the latter with
neighborhood selection [Meinshausen-B€uhlmann algorithm,
MB] and inverse covariance selection [graphical Lasso, GL]).
The first group of benchmark data sets was generated with a
methodbasedon theNormal toAnything (NorTA) approach (Kurtz
et al., 2015), which uses real abundance data from sequencing
experiments and a custom interaction network as inputs. Syn-
thetic OTU abundances are drawn froma target distribution fitted
to the experimental data, while respecting the partial correlations
provided by the input network. In order to simulate noise intro-
duced by the DNAextraction and sequencing steps, we addition-
ally downsampled reads in each synthetic sample to random
depths (sampled from the input data set; see STAR Methods).
The prediction quality of all methods was evaluated on such
synthetic data sets with increasing numbers of samples, fitted
to data from the American Gut Project (McDonald et al., 2018).
Overall, FlashWeave most accurately reconstructed the input
networks as measured by F1 scores of predicted edges (Fig-
ure 2C): across topologies, FlashWeave-S achieved a mean F1
score of 0.68, while non-FlashWeave methods ranged from
0.07 (eLSA) to 0.65 (SpiecEasi-MB), resulting in fractions be-
tween 10% and 96% compared to FlashWeave-S (mean 59%).
FlashWeave-F was generally less predictive than FlashWeave-S
(mean F1 score 0.62, mean fraction 62%).
In a second accuracy benchmark (‘‘ecological models’’), we
used methods presented in (Weiss et al., 2016) to generate
abundance tables with a wide range of linear ecological relation-
ships between OTUs, featuring varying degrees of sparsity and
compositionality. Across all data set sizes, eLSA achieved the
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highest F1 scores (mean 0.76), followed by FlashWeave-S (mean
0.68, 90% of eLSA; Figure 2C). Notably, FlashWeave-S scores
were almost identical to eLSA at the highest number of samples
(mean F1 score difference <1%). FlashWeave-S and
FlashWeave-F showed comparable results (difference <3%),
while all other methods achieved mean F1 scores of 2%
(SparCC) to 74% (SpiecEasi-MB) relative to FlashWeave-S
(mean 62%). In both the NorTA and the ecological models
benchmarks, FlashWeave predictions generally improved
noticeably with higher sample numbers (up to 141%), indicating
efficient usage of additional data. Conversely, when repeating
these benchmarks on reduced data set sizes (Figure S1E),
FlashWeave was still among the top-performing methods on
the ecological models benchmark but dropped in prediction
quality on the NorTA benchmark (in particular for scale-free
topology and if number of samples% 100).
FlashWeaveHE, which specializes in the analysis of heteroge-
neous data (Figure 1C), was compared to other methods on
simulated benchmark data with increased habitat heterogeneity.
To this end, we treated the three differently sized data sets for
each ecological scenario from the ecological models benchmark
as disjoint habitats with no OTU overlaps and aggregated them
into a single data set per ecological scenario (see STAR
Methods).
FlashWeaveHE-S achieved the highest F1 scores
on this benchmark (mean 0.78; Figure 3C), followed by
FlashWeaveHE-F with 0.6 and FlashWeave-F with 0.43. The
best non-FlashWeave method, SpiecEasi-GL, achieved a
mean of 0.25, 68% less than FlashWeaveHE-S. Both
FlashWeaveHEmodes furthermore obtained almost perfect pre-
cision (0.99), while non-FlashWeave methods ranged from
0.0007 (SparCC) to 0.2 (SpiecEasi-GL).
In addition to the noise introduced in the NorTA benchmark,
we tested the robustness of all methods to perturbations via
repeated rarefactions (down to 2000 reads) on a variety of syn-
thetic and real data sets (Figures 3D and S5A). We found that
FlashWeave modes with conditional search were among the
less robust methods in this benchmark, but in return, their stable
edge predictions showed high fractions of true positives, while
unstable edge predictions were almost exclusively false posi-
tives. In contrast, other methods generally predicted high frac-
tions of stable but false-positive edges. In addition, unstable
edges predicted by FlashWeave typically had small weights
compared to stable edges (Figure S5B).
Improved Reconstruction of Literature Interactions in
TARA Oceans
In a study of planktonic associations in the TARA Oceans proj-
ect, the authors presented a list of genus-level interactions
described in the literature, based on microscopic and
sequencing evidence (Lima-Mendez et al., 2015). This expert-
curated set provides a gold standard onwhich network inference
A
B C
Figure 1. Overview of FlashWeave
(A) Main steps in the network inference pipeline.
(B) Examples of how indirect associations may create false-positive results in various ecological scenarios or for different experimental protocols.
(C) Use cases of the different modes available for FlashWeave.
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tools can be tested but is limited to a small fraction of the total
marine micro-eukaryotic diversity and likely incomplete. It thus
can only be used to benchmark recall on a restricted subset of
true positive interactions but yields no information about false
positives. Consequently, less precise methods that tend to pre-
dict more edges will have an advantage when only raw numbers
of true positives are compared since higher false-positive rates
of these tools are not considered.
To circumvent this issue and to perform a meaningful bench-
mark, we compared methods in terms of how highly they ranked
literature interactions amongst their 2,000 strongest reported as-
sociations (Figure 2B). The underlying assumption was that
methods that rank known interactions more highly will generally
report more reliable relationships. To make computation feasible
for all methods, we reduced the TARA Oceans data set to only
OTUs that participate in at least one literature interaction.
FlashWeave-S found on average 24% more literature interac-
tions among high-ranking edges than the closest follow-up
method (SpiecEasi-MB), 38% more than FlashWeave-F and on
average 80%more than other methods. While the TARA Oceans
data set shows considerable heterogeneity, FlashWeaveHE was
not applicable due to insufficient statistical power (only 22–335
predicted edges total).
Pronounced Runtime Improvements in the Human
Microbiome Project and TARA Oceans Datasets
Webenchmarked the computational speed of all methods on the
HumanMicrobiome Project (HMP [The HumanMicrobiome Proj-
ect Consortium, 2012]) and TARA Oceans (Lima-Mendez et al.,
2015) data sets in two settings: homogeneous and heteroge-
neous. For the homogeneous test, we used 2,500 oral samples
from the HMP data set and measured runtime on sets of 500,
750 and 1000 randomly selected OTUs (Figure 2A). FlashWeave
outperformed other methods by factors of 8 to 158 on this
benchmark (mean: 67), excluding multiple methods (SpiecEasi-
GL, CoNet, mLDM) that did not finish after 2 days of computation
(factor >339). FlashWeave-S had on average 33% increased
runtime over FlashWeave-F.
On the TARA Oceans data set (289 samples, 3,762 OTUs),
FlashWeave-F was 29 times faster than the closest non-Flash-
Weave method (SpiecEasi-MB), while all remaining methods
did not finish computation (factor >106; Figure 2A).
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Figure 2. Comparison of FlashWeave to State-of-the-Art Network Inference Methods
Method abbreviations are Flashw-S, FlashWeave-S; Flashw-F, FlashWeave-F; SpiecE-MB, SpiecEasi-MB; SpiecE-GL, SpiecEasi-GL.
(A) Run-time comparison on the TARA Oceans (OTU prevalence >50) and Human Microbiome Project (oral body site only, no OTU prevalence filter) data sets.
(B) Number of gold-standard planktonic interactions in the TARA Oceans data set among the 2,000 edges ranked most highly by each tool. mLDM did not finish
computation after 2 weeks.
(C) Prediction performance on data sets with synthetically engineered edges. Data were generated based on Kurtz et al., (2015) and Weiss et al., (2016), and
performance was measured as F1 score (harmonic mean of precision and recall). Error bars depict 95% confidence intervals of the mean, based on 1,000
bootstrap replicates.
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FlashWeave-S required 53% more runtime than FlashWeave-F
on this benchmark.
For the heterogeneous test, we measured the computational
speed of FlashWeaveHE and all previous methods on all five
body sites from the HMP data set (5514 samples, 1521 OTUs).
FlashWeaveHE-F was 51 times faster than the closest non-
FlashWeave method (SpiecEasi-MB) in this test and on average
371 times faster than standard FlashWeave (other methods did
not finish; factor >518; Figure 3B). FlashWeaveHE-S required
116% more runtime than FlashWeaveHE-F in this benchmark.
We also used this data set to test the univariate method fastLSA
(Durno et al., 2013), an optimized implementation of the precur-
sor algorithm of eLSA, and found that it ran on average 3.46
times faster than FlashWeaveHE with conditional search but
6.05 times slower than univariate FlashWeave(HE) (Figure S2C).
In addition, it produced on average 84% reduced F1 scores on a
variety of synthetic benchmarks compared to conditional
FlashWeave (Figure S2D).
To test computational scalability in a more demanding setting,
we used FlashWeaveHE-F to infer a large-scale ecological
network based on 504,647 sequencing samples spanning
various habitats and conditions, mapped to 75,516 OTUs at
98% 16S rRNA identity. Inference of the full association network
completed after 1d10h46min on a high-performance computing
cluster with 200 CPU cores.
MVs Are Central Hubs in the HMP Network, with High
Explanatory Power
MVs, such as habitats, conditions (e.g., antibiotic usage), and
technical factors (e.g., amplicon or whole-genome shotgun
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Figure 3. Network Inference Performance on (1) Heterogeneous Datasets with Increased Fractions of Structural Zeros and (2) Robustness to
Simulated Noise
Method abbreviations (in addition to those from Figure 2) are FlashwHE-S, FlashWeaveHE-S; FlashwHE-F, FlashWeaveHE-F.
(A) Schematic overview of how structural zeros can lead to false-positive edges. Dashed lines represent indirect associations: positive (green) between OTUs
from the same sample group, negative (red) between OTUs from different sample groups.
(B) Run-time comparison on the HMP data set (all body sites) as a representative heterogeneous data set (OTU prevalence >20).
(C) Prediction performance on aggregated disjoint habitats generated by the Ecological Models approach (Weiss et al., 2016), measured using F1 score, recall,
and precision. CoNet and mLDM did not finish computation after 2 weeks. Error bars depict 95% confidence intervals of the mean, based on 1,000 bootstrap
replicates.
(D) Robustness of predicted edges under noise induced by repeated rarefactions. For each input data set, edges found across n rarefactions of this data set are
counted toward bin n in the respective histograms. For synthetic data sets, information on true positives and false positives in each bin is provided via green and
red bars, respectively, while real-world data sets do not have this information (gray bars). See Figure S5A for a comprehensive comparison of all tools and
additional data sets.
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sequencing), can lead to spurious associations between OTUs
associated with the sameMV. In addition, direct associations be-
tweenMVs andOTUs can be interestingwhen investigatingwhich
OTUs are, for instance, directly associated to a particular habitat
(independent ofmicrobial interaction partners), prefer certain tem-
peratures, or are affected by specific sequencing biases.
We investigated the importance of MVs in the HMP data set by
explicitly providing all five body sites and the two used primer
sets (V13 versus V35) as MVs to all FlashWeave modes. MVs
formed central hubs in the resulting association networks with,
on average, 7.4 times larger neighborhoods than OTUs (Fig-
ure S1C) and 27.6 times higher betweenness centrality, a mea-
sure of node importance in the network, across all modes.
Furthermore, MVs participated in excluding up to 41.7% indi-
rect OTU-OTU associations (Figure S1B) while constituting only
0.4% of all variables. When MVs were omitted, overall numbers
of OTU-OTU associations, however, increased only moderately
(up to 12%), suggesting that FlashWeave was generally able to
use OTUs highly associated to the omitted MVs to exclude the
same indirect associations. Nonetheless, when only comparing
associations in direct neighborhoods of MVs, we detected
13%–294% additional OTU-OTU associations when MVs were
not provided (Figure S1D), indicating that MV omission may still
lead to increased local biases. In addition, we found a weak as-
sociation between shared primer bias and association probabil-
ity (mean Pearson’s r < 0.003, p < 0.01), suggesting only limited
influence of primer preference on reported associations. This
correlation increased marginally when omitting primer informa-
tion (mean r < 0.007, p < 0.01). In contrast, the univariate network
showed a noticeably stronger association (mean r < 0.057, p <
0.01), suggesting less robustness to primer biases than
observed for direct association networks.
FlashWeaveHE Shows Robustness to Hidden MVs and
Structural Zeroes
While the usage of MVs can reduce the number of predicted
false-positive associations, information on these variables is
frequently not available because not all important latent factors
are known, measured, or made available in standardized anno-
tation formats. This particularly affects inherentlymore heteroge-
neous cross-study data sets, which can feature diverse
experimental, physicochemical, or geographical variables and
tend to have less consistent metadata annotations.
One type of artificial associations arise from structural zeroes
(Figure 3A), i.e., non-random absences due to unmeasuredMVs.
Structural zeroes can, for instance, occur when a data set in-
cludesmultiple habitats with partially exclusivemicrobial content
or multiple sequencing protocols biased toward disjoint
OTU sets.
To compare the robustness of different methods to such ab-
sences, we computed association networks separately for
each method and body site in the HMP data set. We then
quantified the overlap of these predicted interactions with a
network computed on the aggregated data set of all body sites,
restricted to site-specific OTUs (Figure S4D). We found that
FlashWeaveHE showed optimal robustness to increased struc-
tural zeroes in the cross-site network, with amean Jaccard over-
lap between site-specific and cross-site networks of 1.0. In
contrast, homogeneous FlashWeave (0.39) and other methods
(0.18–0.24) were less robust.
Dependent sample groups constitute another type of hidden
MVs, for instance, re-sequencings of the same sample material
with different protocols. While such groups can provide impor-
tant information for network inference, for instance if certain as-
sociations can only be detected in specific experimental setups,
they also break the independence assumption of common sta-
tistical association tests. We tested the impact of dependent
sample groups on false-positive predictions with FlashWeave
through a set of simulated OTU tables with varying degrees of
dependence between samples. As expected, we found that uni-
variate networks produced by FlashWeave included notable
numbers of false-positive predictions when dependent samples
are highly similar and constitute large fractions of a data set (Fig-
ure S2A). However, when computing conditional networks with
FlashWeave, numbers of false positives were reduced by a me-
dian of 80% for identical samples (zero distance), with particu-
larly strong reductions for FlashWeave-F and FlashWeaveHE-F
(95%). Similarly, when increasing inter-sample distance,
numbers of false-positive edges in all networks dropped by me-
dians between 89% (distance 0.25) and 99% (distance 0.75).
A Large-Scale Network of Predicted Interactions from
Globally Distributed Human Gut Samples Recovers
Previously Described Patterns and Generates
Hypotheses
We applied FlashWeaveHE to a data set of 69,818 globally
distributed human gut samples (‘‘Global Gut,’’ GG) obtained
from theNCBI Sequence ReadArchive database (SRA [Leinonen
et al., 2011]). The data set spanned 488 studies, the majority of
which featured less than 1,000 samples (98% of all studies,
covering 61% of all samples; Figure S3A). We processed sam-
ples uniformly (see STAR Methods) and extracted sequencing
protocol information and metadata keywords from SRA annota-
tions, resulting in a final data set of 10,624 OTUs (98% 16S rRNA
identity) and 96 MVs.
We used FlashWeaveHE to infer a network of predicted inter-
actions (GGNcond) from GG in 3h53min using 20 CPU cores on
an Intel Xeon E7-4870 machine (2.4 GHz). The method identified
30,342 significant associations between OTUs and 13,151
between OTUs and MVs (30%). In contrast, when restricting
FlashWeaveHE to compute a univariate network (GGNuni) we
observed strongly increased edge density at 1,056,262 edges
overall, 96% of which were excluded as indirect in GGNcond.
When breaking associations in GG via shuffling (Lima-Mendez
et al., 2015), FlashWeaveHE furthermore reported no false-
positive associations.
In addition, we found no evidence of dependent sample
groups (e.g., niche or batch effects) negatively impacting
GGNcond (see STAR Methods).
Analyzing the American Gut Project (AGP (McDonald et al.,
2018)) subset of GG (8,897 samples out of 69,818) yielded a
94% decrease in predicted interactions (Figure 4D). For 81%
of these, at least one partner was absent in the AGP data set,
and these missing partners tended to be rare in GGNcond,
with 87% decreased mean prevalence in GG compared to
OTUs found in both data sets. Increased network modularity
can be a possible indicator of niche effects (Ro¨ttjers and Faust,
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2018), and when re-computing the AGP network with vanilla
FlashWeave-F, we indeed found its modularity to be elevated
compared to the AGP network inferred with FlashWeaveHE-F
(47.6% increase; Figure S3E).
The OTU-OTU sub-network of GGNcond was strongly struc-
tured (modularity 0.25), indicating the presence of distinct com-
munities. The 20 largest clusters had on average 45 members
(up to 89) and featured almost exclusively positive associations
between members (mean 99.6%) but only 37.1%–79.8%
(mean 63.3%) positive edges to non-member OTUs. Similarly,
we found the majority of positive associations per phylum to
be within-phylum edges (50% in Actinobacteria and up to 87%
in Firmicutes, mean 68%), while negative associations frequently
featured partners from other phyla (35% in Firmicutes up to 95%
in Actinobacteria, mean 73%). For Actinobacteria, which had the
highest fraction of negative edges to other phyla, themajority tar-
geted Firmicutes (48%) and Bacteroides (35%).
Many negative associations in GGNcond were mediated by a
few dominant OTUs (Figures 4A and 4B), which constituted nega-
tive hubs not explainable by our set of MVs (see STAR Methods).
These include several species implied in inflammation and dis-
ease (Dorea formicigenerans [Guinane and Cotter, 2013], Bilo-
phila wadsworthia [Feng et al., 2017], Odoribacter splanchnicus
[Werner et al., 1975], and Bacteroides vulgatus [O´ Cuı´v et al.,
2017]). Additionally, we found negative associations between
multiple Blautia OTUs and a Clostridium difficile OTU, consistent
with previous reports (Daquigan et al., 2017; Stein et al., 2013).
PA, i.e., the increased probability of association between
evolutionarily less diverged partners, is a frequently observed
ecological pattern of potential biological interest (Chaffron
et al., 2010; Faust et al., 2012; Kurtz et al., 2015). We found
notable PA in GGNcond for positive edges, while negative edges
were closer to the empirical null distribution (Figure 4C, lower
row). Though differences were significant in both cases (two-
sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov test, p < 0.01), effect size was
increased by 103 for positive edges. In contrast, positive edges
in GGNuni showed a noticeably smaller effect size increase over
negative edges (3.7 3 increase, Figure 4C, upper row).
Among OTUs with the highest numbers of positive neighbors
(Figure S3D), constituting potential candidates for keystone spe-
cies (Berry and Widder, 2014), we observed several OTUs from
Bacteroides (genus) and numerous Clostridiales (order) OTUs,
A B C
D
Figure 4. Inference of a Large-Scale, Globally Distributed Human Gut Interaction Network
(A) High-level overview of positive and negative associations in the Global Gut network (GGNcond) with OTUs grouped by phylum. Direct associations within the
same phylum bear that phylum’s color, between-phylum edges are shown in gray.
(B) Top 20 OTUs with the highest number of direct association partners. OTUs labeled ‘‘Unclass.’’ were not confidently classifiable at species level.
(C) Phylogenetic assortativity patterns for positive and negative direct associations. Phylogenetic distance is the summed branch length between association
partners on a tree of 92,659 OTU representatives (98% 16S rRNA identity). The top panel depicts distributions from the univariate (GGNuni) and the lower panel
from the conditional Global Gut network (GGNcond).
(D) Comparison of the number of edges between GGNcond, networks of 5 random sample subsets of the GG data set with size equal to the American Gut Project
subset and the American Gut Project network. The error bar depicts the standard error, deviating from the mean.
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both taxa known to harbor important mutualist species in the hu-
man gut (Fischbach and Sonnenburg, 2011; Lopetuso et al.,
2013). Intriguingly, 75% of the top 20 positive hubs were taxo-
nomically uncharacterized at the genus level.
Consistent with known dependencies between H2 producing
and consuming microbes which have been described in the hu-
man gut (Carbonero et al., 2012), we found significantly more
positive associations between H2 producers and consumers in
GGNcond than in random networks, accounting for PA as a
possible confounder (3.63 increase, empirical p < 0.01). This
effect was noticeably weaker for GGNuni (1.83 increase,
empirical p < 0.01).
DISCUSSION
In this work, we showed that FlashWeave combines (1) the pre-
diction of direct interactions, (2) the ability to scale to large-scale
data sets with tens of thousands of OTUs and hundreds of thou-
sands of samples and (3) the incorporation of MV information. In
our benchmarks, FlashWeave not only achieved speed improve-
ments of several orders of magnitude and increased network
quality compared to other methods but performed particularly
well on heterogeneous sequencing data. The latter is crucial
since modern large-scale data sets cover diverse studies
featuring various habitats, conditions, and protocols. This
improved performance was in part achieved by accounting for
measured MVs: exemplified by primers and body sites in the
HMP data set, we observed that omission of MVs resulted in
noticeable increases of edge density between OTUs directly
associated with these variables, analogous to spurious edges
induced between neighbors of keystone taxa (Berry andWidder,
2014). However, when considering the HMP network as a whole,
we found FlashWeave’s predictions to be nonetheless remark-
ably robust to missing MV information, likely mediated by the us-
age of MV-associated OTUs as placeholders. This finding is
further supported by FlashWeave’s robustness to dependent
sample groups, which we observed both in simulations and in
the GG data set. However, the prospects and limits of this effect
require further investigation in future studies. We also foundMVs
to be interesting in their own right: in our HMP analysis, they
constituted central nodes in the association network with many
directly associated OTUs, in line with the expected habitat pref-
erence of many microbes (The Human Microbiome Project Con-
sortium 2012) and known primer biases (Tremblay et al., 2015).
Consistent with these results, closely related approaches have
previously identified parsimonious sets of predictive microbial
biomarkers for human body sites and a skin disease (Tackmann
et al., 2018; Statnikov et al., 2013).
We furthermore demonstrated that FlashWeaveHE achieved
improved consistency, edge accuracy, and runtime compared
to other methods on highly heterogeneous data sets with sub-
stantial fractions of structural zeros, which would normally
hamper the interpretability of inferred networks (Ro¨ttjers and
Faust, 2018). Applying this approach to an aggregated cross-
study data set with tens of thousands of human gut samples
highlighted the advantages of increased statistical power by un-
veiling a hypothetical, extensive interaction landscape in the
hitherto underexplored rare microbial biosphere (Yang et al.,
2017; Jousset et al., 2017). Reassuringly, the network also
recovered expected biological patterns, which were particularly
pronounced after removing large fractions of indirect associa-
tions, mirroring results from our synthetic benchmarks and in
line with previous work (Kurtz et al., 2015; Yang et al., 2017;
Ro¨ttjers and Faust, 2018). As one example, we found PA to be
stronger for direct than for indirect associations. Niche effects
could not easily explain this pattern since these are expected
to be more prevalent among indirect associations, as seen for
instance in our synthetic benchmarks. A possible, speculative
explanation is therefore that kin selection (Strassmann et al.,
2011), as previously observed for example in biofilms (Xavier
and Foster, 2007) or iron acquisition (Griffin et al., 2004), may
be more pronounced in the human gut than currently appreci-
ated. However, despite extensive checks, we could not entirely
rule out shared-niche contributions in our network; future confir-
matory investigation of this finding is therefore necessary. In
addition, the network predicted many strong positive hubs in
the gastrointestinal tract to be OTUs only classifiable at higher
taxonomic ranks. Several of these were assigned to the families
Lachnospiraceae and Ruminococcaceae (order Clostridiales),
which indicated that the positive role of unclassified OTUs
from these families on ecosystem maintenance may be consid-
erable (Lopetuso et al., 2013).
Current limitations of FlashWeave include its conservative
handling of structural zeros, which can result in reduced statisti-
cal power and may thus in particular hamper analysis of data
sets with fewer samples. This effect was, however, mitigated
for larger sample sizes in our synthetic benchmarks, and since
cross-study data sets tend to include even more samples, we
do not expect power issues to strongly affect typical use cases.
More refined methods that assign confidences to absences
would nonetheless be an interesting addition to future versions
of FlashWeaveHE. Similarly, FlashWeave’s prediction quality
dropped also in a subset of our synthetic benchmarks on homo-
geneous data with smaller sample numbers, indicating that
caution is currently advised when applying FlashWeave to
small-scale studies. Slower but more powerful parametric tests
may reduce this problem in future versions of FlashWeave. While
FlashWeave handled simulated sequencing noise well, our tests
furthermore showed that strong generic perturbations can
induce the prediction of typically weak, unstable edges. For
particularly noisy data sets, it may therefore be prudent to re-
move edges with small weights or explicitly include weights
into downstream analyses. Interestingly, we observed a selec-
tive enrichment of true positives among FlashWeave’s stable
edge predictions compared to other tools, which opens up inter-
esting avenues for controlled perturbation (e.g., via bootstrap-
ping) to further increase general precision in future versions
(albeit likely at the cost of sensitivity).
The LGL framework, which FlashWeave builds upon, permits
several straightforward extensions, such as more powerful tests
(Xu et al., 2015; Lovell et al., 2015) and the prediction of edge
directionality (Aliferis et al., 2010a). The latter is an exciting pros-
pect that would enable a more causal interpretation of predicted
ecological interactions, paving the path toward efficiently
learning fully predictive models. In the future, such data-driven
models may allow us to forecast the ecological impact of pertur-
bations and catalyze emerging ecological engineering
applications.
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KEY RESOURCES TABLE
LEAD CONTACT AND MATERIALS AVAILABILITY
Further information and requests for resources should be directed to and will be fulfilled by the Lead Contact, Christian von Mering
(mering@imls.uzh.ch).
METHOD DETAILS
FlashWeave
Algorithmic Details
FlashWeave is implemented in the Julia Programming Language (Bezanson et al., 2017) and based on the local-to-global learning
framework (LGL (Aliferis et al., 2010a)). Causal inference algorithms of this class start by performing a locally optimal neighborhood
REAGENT or RESOURCE SOURCE IDENTIFIER
Deposited Data
Raw microbial sequencing data (whole
genome shotgun, amplicon, RNA-Seq) from
the human gastrointestinal tract
NCBI Sequence Read Archive database
(Leinonen et al., 2011)
See Table S2
Pre-processed, rarefied OTU tables based
on the study "Cultured gut bacterial
consortia from twins discordant for obesity
modulate adiposity and metabolic
phenotypes in gnotobiotic mice"
Weiss et al., 2016; Ridaura et al., 2013 N/A
Raw microbial sequencing data for the
Human Microbiome Project
NCBI Sequence Read Archive database
(Leinonen et al., 2011)
SRP002395
Pre-processed OTU tables of planktonic
marine microorganisms from the TARA
Oceans expedition
Lima-Mendez et al., 2015 N/A
Software and Algorithms
SpiecEasi Kurtz et al., 2015) https://github.com/zdk123/SpiecEasi
eLSA Xia et al., 2011 https://bitbucket.org/charade/elsa/
wiki/Home
SparCC Friedman and Alm, 2012 https://github.com/zdk123/SpiecEasi
CoNet Faust and Raes, 2016 http://raeslab.org/software/conet.html
mLDM Yang et al., 2017 https://github.com/tinglab/mLDM
fastLSA Durno et al., 2013 http://hallam.microbiology.ubc.ca/
fastLSA/install/index.html
FlashWeave This paper https://github.com/meringlab/
FlashWeave.jl
MAPseq Matias Rodrigues et al., 2017 https://www.meringlab.org/software/
mapseq/
HPC-Clust Matias Rodrigues and von Mering, 2014 https://www.meringlab.org/software/
hpc-clust/
INFERNAL Nawrocki and Eddy, 2013 http://eddylab.org/infernal/
fasttree Price et al., 2010 http://www.microbesonline.org/fasttree/
sklearn Pedregosa et al., 2011 https://scikit-learn.org/stable/install.html
Distances.jl JuliaStats, 2018a https://github.com/JuliaStats/Distances.jl
Distributions.jl JuliaStats, 2018b https://github.com/JuliaStats/
Distributions.jl
KernelDensity.jl JuliaStats, 2018c https://github.com/JuliaStats/
KernelDensity.jl
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search in order to infer all directly associated neighbors of a target variable T (OTU orMV in the case of FlashWeave), which represent
the set of estimated direct causes and effects of T (the so-called Markov blanket (MB) of T). Subsequently, individual neighborhoods
are connected through a combinator strategy to form a global association graph. In FlashWeave, this step is performed by the "OR"
strategy, which creates a link between nodes A and B in the global graph if either A is in the inferred directly associated neighborhood
(MB) of B or vice versa. In the final step, currently not implemented in FlashWeave, this undirected skeleton of conditional depen-
dence relationships can be used as a scaffold to efficiently infer edge directionality and provide further insights into the system
of study.
LGL can be instantiated with a wide range of algorithms (variations of the steps above) and conditional independence tests.
FlashWeave currently defaults to a modified version of the efficient semi-interleaved HITON-PC algorithm (si-HITON-PC, (Aliferis
et al., 2010a)). The local neighborhood search step of si-HITON-PC starts by computing, for each target variable T, its univariate
associations to all other variables. If the user requested a univariate network, these neighborhoods are then connected to a global
association graph (see previous paragraph) and the resulting network is returned. Otherwise, the algorithm proceeds with condition-
ing search, for which all significantly univariately associated variables are labeled as candidates for neighborhood inclusion. As part
of the inclusion heuristic, these candidates are then sorted according to association strength (starting with the strongest association),
yielding the set OPEN. Subsequently, the interleaving phase takes place, in which the first candidate from OPEN is automatically
included in a tentative set of directly associated neighbors (TPC), while all further candidates are systematically tested for inclusion
into TPC. These tests proceed by sequentially probing the association between T and the next candidate X, conditioned on all sub-
sets of previously accepted members of TPC only (which constitutes the second part of the inclusion heuristic). If any subset of TPC
results in an insignificant test, X is rejected and not further considered. After all candidates have been checked in this manner, the
elimination phase begins. In this step, all associations between T and members of TPC are again checked for conditional indepen-
dence by performing the tests that were skipped in the interleaving phase. For instance, the first candidate, which was automatically
included during interleaving phase, now needs to undergo conditional independence tests on combinations of all remaining mem-
bers. The result of the elimination phase is a final set of directly associated neighbors (PC), which includes only variables that are
conditionally dependent on T given any other subset of neighbors. Individual neighborhoods can then be connected to a global
association graph (see previous paragraph).
Since the number of necessary tests grows exponentially with the size of TPC, the inclusion heuristic is essential to efficiently con-
trol the number of considered candidates and avoid large numbers of unnecessary tests (provided the neighborhood is sufficiently
sparse). This heuristic additionally helps to keep the number of variables in the conditioning sets of individual tests small, which im-
proves reliability and statistical power. Specific additional heuristics, such as themax-k heuristic, furthermore accelerate inference by
putting an upper bound on the maximum size of conditioning sets, which is crucial for variables with large direct neighborhoods (e.g.
hub OTUs), as the number of tests can otherwise become infeasible for such variables. In line with results in (Aliferis et al., 2010a;
Aliferis et al., 2010b), FlashWeave also employs False Discovery Rate (FDR) adjustment and omits the costly steps of spouse iden-
tification and symmetry correction. See (Aliferis et al., 2010a; Aliferis et al., 2010b) for further details on the si-HITON-PC algorithm,
the LGL framework, as well as the previously discussed heuristics. On top of these algorithmic shortcuts, FlashWeave introduces a
number of heuristics, which in particular accelerate the inference of dense neighborhoods (e.g. of hub OTUs, typical for microbial
association networks) and are described in subsection "Heuristics".
While pivotal for computational efficiency, the heuristics applied by FlashWeave comewith a potential trade-off: in contrast to other
graphical model approaches (such as themethods employed by SpiecEasi andmLDM), conditional independence between two vari-
ables is not tested based on all remaining variables simultaneously, but only for heuristically selected subsets of likely informative
variables. Sincemicrobial association networks are however typically sparse (as also assumed by some other methods, e.g. SparCC
and SpiecEasi), the majority of candidates is generally uninformative and can be readily discarded without measurably hampering
prediction performance (as observed in our benchmarks). On the contrary, focusing on local conditional dependencies has positive
effects on network quality in our comparisons (see Figure 2C), likely due to increased statistical power and reliability when performing
tests conditioned only on informative candidates. These localized tests furthermore allow FlashWeave to avoid costly regularization
and parameter optimization steps, which are required by other PGM approaches to address rank deficiency issues.
Like most constraint-based causal inference algorithms, the LGL framework assumes causal sufficiency, i.e. that no unmeasured
variables exist that directly causally influencemore than one variable in the system (Aliferis et al., 2010a). Since such hidden variables
cannot be included in conditioning sets, the graph inferred from such a systemmay contain spurious links between variables that are
directly affected by the same hidden variable. The local violation of causal sufficiency has however been conjectured to not compro-
mise algorithm soundness and predictive performance in many practical scenarios (Aliferis et al., 2010b). In agreement with this
conjecture, an instantiation of LGL (MMHC, closely related to the si-HITON-PC algorithm) was among the best performing methods
in an in-depth benchmark of hidden variable impact (Yu et al., 2018). In the same vein, we empirically found that the number of edges
increases only moderately when omittingmeta variables from the HMPdata set (by up to 12%), even though thesemeta variables are
particularly informative and central in the network (see Results). A second central assumption of LGL algorithms (faithfulness, see
(Aliferis et al., 2010a)) only concerns the directionality inference step, which is currently not implemented in FlashWeave. It thus
does not apply here, but may be discussed in future studies.
In terms of statistical tests, FlashWeave provides the choice of either discretized mutual information tests (more coarse grained
and usually quicker; "fast" mode) or partial correlation tests with Fisher’s z-transformation (more sensitive and usually slower; ‘‘sen-
sitive’’ mode) (Figures 1C and S1A). Before each statistical test, its reliability is estimated and only tests with sufficient sample size are
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performed. For mutual information tests, FlashWeave applies the widely applied rule-of-thumb that cells in the corresponding con-
tingency table should havemore than hps counts on average (controllable by the user), while partial correlation tests currently default
to a fixedminimum number of observations (independent of conditioning set size). If a test is estimated to not be reliable, FlashWeave
conservatively assumes T and X to be conditionally independent (no association) in order to avoid false positives and to improve run-
time. This is in contrast to the original si-HITON-PC algorithm, which more liberally assumes dependence in such cases. While the
conditional mutual information test makes no distributional assumptions, the partial correlation test assumes OTUs to bemultivariate
Gaussian distributed in clr-transformed space. Partial correlation tests were, however, shown to be robust to diverse violations of the
normality assumption in the context of constraint-based graphical model inference (Voortman and Druzdzel, 2008), the conceptual
framework also used by FlashWeave. These results are further confirmed by the strong performance of FlashWeave-S and
FlashWeaveHE-S in our benchmarks on synthetic data with non-normal OTU abundances (zero-inflated negative binomial for the
NorTA benchmark and log-normal for the Ecological Models benchmark; Figures 2C and 3C).
FlashWeaveHE further specializes mutual information and partial correlation tests to exclude zero elements from association com-
putations (Figures 1C and S1A). It makes the assumption that zeroes in large, heterogeneous data sets are mostly structural (for
instance due to primer or sequencing depth biases, as well as habitat or condition-specific effects) and thereby only considers sam-
ples in which both OTUs have a non-zero abundance as reliable for association prediction. Notably, this restriction is only applied to
the prospective association partners being tested: OTUs found in the conditioning set retain their absences. This procedure is chosen
i) to not discard too much information concerning the tested partners, which would otherwise result in drastic loss of power as con-
ditioning sets grow, and ii) because structural absences of OTUs within conditioning sets, despite marginally decreasing power,
otherwise have minimal impact on exclusion decisions. While the FlashWeaveHE approach potentially discards some valid absence
information and can thereby be less sensitive than the vanilla mode of FlashWeave, we found this loss in sensitivity to be small in
heterogeneous data sets with larger sample sizes. Indeed, FlashWeaveHE resulted in strongly improved precision (Figures 3C
and S4D) and runtimes (Figure 3B) on such data.
Normalization in FlashWeave accounts for compositionality effects and differs depending on the test type. Details on normalization
schemes can be found in subsection "Normalization".
Heuristics
Learning the direct neighborhood of target variable Twith the si-HITON-PC algorithm has a run time complexity ofO(|V|2|PC(T)|) (Aliferis
et al., 2010a), where V are variables in the system and PC(T) is the Parent-Children set of T, i.e. the set of its directly associated neigh-
bors (or the Markov blanketMB(T) minus spouses (Aliferis et al., 2010a)). Runtime thus depends linearly on the number of variables
and exponentially on the size of the direct neighborhood.
FlashWeave implements all options and algorithmic shortcuts suggested by Aliferis et al. (Aliferis et al., 2010a) (max-k heuristic,
h-ps reliability criterion, FDR correction, optimal variable ordering). In order to achieve the speed reported in this study, we further-
more extended the original algorithm through a number of additional heuristics, explained in more detail below.
The first algorithmic shortcut introduced in FlashWeave is the feedforward heuristic, which constitutes a parallel variation of tradi-
tional backtracking (Scutari, 2017). The key observation utilized by this heuristic is that the size of individual neighborhoods can vary
substantially in networks with scale-free node degree distributions, such as microbial co-occurrence networks ((Faust and Raes,
2012) and citations therein), with exponential impact on runtime (see above). From the scale-free property follows that keystone spe-
cies A (with many dependent neighbors) will typically have a large number of neighbors B that themselves are not keystone species
(few neighbors) and whose neighborhoods are thus exponentially quicker to compute. Now, for the edge A/B to be included in the
final, global network through the OR combinator rule, it is sufficient if the considerably cheaper reverse link B/A is proven. feedfor-
ward exploits this property by prioritizing computation of variables expected to have smaller neighborhoods (as approximated by
their univariate neighborhood size) and relaying the information of detected direct links to computationally more intensive variables
(larger neighborhoods). If during the computation of the neighborhood of A the next variableB to be testedwas already shown to be a
neighbor, it automatically enters the set of neighbor candidates of A without formally performing all tests. feedforward is applied in a
parallel computation setting, where candidate lists of all nodes are periodically updated with the latest information from other neigh-
borhoods as it becomes available, allowing the most expensive nodes to leverage a maximum amount of information to cut down
runtime.
The second computational shortcut introduced in FlashWeave we term fast-elimination heuristic. A large amount of time can be
spent in the final elimination phase of si-HITON-PC, in which all previously skipped tests between candidates passing the interleaving
phase are performed. In the original algorithm, even if a variable S is discarded during the elimination phase, it will still be included in
future conditioning sets, thereby inflating the number of conducted conditional independence tests. If many variables are discarded
during earlier parts of the elimination phase, but still included in subsequent conditioning sets, the result can be an exponential in-
crease in necessary tests, making the elimination phase particularly costly. fast-elimination addresses this computational hurdle by
not considering a removed variable S for any subsequent conditioning sets during elimination phase. An intuitive motivation for this
approach is that, if a variable S was shown earlier to not be part of the neighborhood of T, it should also not be required to render
further candidates independent of T as it’s not part of its Parent-Children set.
As another shortcut, we implemented a convergence criterion that periodically checks whether links in the network still show sub-
stantial change over time. If the network has reached convergence, all remaining candidates are assumed to be conditionally inde-
pendent of their target variables. This criterion is based on our observation that the naive algorithm can stall on single nodeswith large
neighborhoods due to the exponential runtime dependency of si-HITON-PC on neighborhood size. However, candidates still to be
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checked at this point tend to be weak, since they i) appear late in the relevance-sorted candidate list and ii) have been proven to not
be neighbors in the reverse direction (otherwise the feedforward heuristic would have applied). The majority of these late links are
typically discarded after substantial computational effort, with minimal effect on network structure. While using this type of conver-
gence threshold may in theory lead to biased edge omissions since it selectively bypasses computation of candidates in large neigh-
borhoods, we didn’t detect meaningful biases of this kind in the networks we tested.
As a final option to improve runtime, FlashWeave can be instructed to run only up to a certain (by default large) number of tests per
node, assuming that performing such a high number of tests provides reasonable safety that the current candidate will not be dis-
carded by additional tests. This effectively puts an upper bound on the exponential behaviour of si-HITON-PC and helps to prevent
extensive run times on single variables with large neighborhoods, with empirically minimal effect on network structure. However,
FlashWeave will flag these predicted interactions and warn the user in case the boundary is breached.
Normalization
Sequencing data is subject to mainly technically determined and thus arbitrary variations in sequencing depth, making it composi-
tional in nature (Papageorgiou and Aitchison, 1989; Pawlowsky-Glahn and Buccianti, 2011). Compositionality impedes naive corre-
lation analysis without adequate correction (Aitchison, 1981; Friedman and Alm, 2012). Common approaches to properly analyze
compositional data include various log-ratio based methods, such as log-ratio transformations (Aitchison, 1981).
Similar to SpiecEasi (Kurtz et al., 2015), FlashWeave uses the centered log-ratio (clr (Aitchison, 1981)) approach for composition-
ality correction of a vector x of compositional microbial abundances:
clrðxijÞ = log xij
gðsiÞ with gðsiÞ=
" Yp
l = 1
xil
#1
p
(Equation 1)
where g(si) describes the geometric mean of all compositional abundances in sample si, p the total number of OTUs and clr(xij) the clr-
transformed value of the compositional abundance of microbe j in sample si.
An inherent shortcoming of logarithm-based methods is the handling of absences (zeroes) in the input data. This is usually circum-
vented by applying a fixed pseudocount (for example 1) to the input data which then allows proper logarithmic computations. Our
analyses revealed that this approach can work for strongly filtered and depth-homogeneous data sets, but introduces noticeable
biases when applied to data sets including rare OTUs and samples with particularly low sequencing depths (Figure S4A, left column).
In such data, we observed extensive increases in univariate network density, which rendered the subsequent conditioning search in
FlashWeave unusually slow (Figure S4C). Additionally, most of these additional univariate associations are finally removed during
conditioning search (Figure S4A, left column), indicating their spurious nature.
More precisely, absences of comparatively rare OTUs in low-depth samples can, after clr transformation, become values higher
than the OTU’s mean clr-transformed abundance across all samples, while absences in high-depth samples result in transformed
values below these OTU’s means. This depth-based deviation from the mean results in the observed artificial association signal
and notably is driven solely by applying the same fixed pseudo-count both to low-depth and high-depth samples. While homoge-
nizing sequencing depth through sample removal and filtering of rare OTUs reduces this signal (Figure S4A, left column), large
amounts of valuable data are potentially removed by this approach.
As an alternativemethod to reduce the pseudo-count driven association signal, we suggest amodification to classic fixed pseudo-
counts, which we term "adaptive pseudo-counts", resulting in the normalization scheme clr-adapt. In this approach, initially a fixed
pseudo-count pmax is applied to the sample with the highest sequencing depth (smax). Then solving
log

pi
gðsiÞ

= log

pmax
gðsmaxÞ

(Equation 2)
for pi (the adaptive pseudocount for sample si) leads to
pi =

pkpmax , gnzðsmaxÞ
gnzðsiÞ
 1
np
(Equation 3)
where gnz(s) is the geometric mean of all non-zero abundances in sample s, k is the number of absences in sample smax and p is the
number of OTUs. Equation 3 is applied to all samples excluding smax in order to determine sample-specific adaptive pseudo-counts.
These are then applied to their respective samples, followed by usual clr transformation (Equation 1). This results in the same trans-
formed absence counts in all samples and ensures that absences are below eachOTU’smean clr-abundance, which avoids bi-direc-
tional pseudo-count driven deviations from themean. Using this approach, we observe strongly reduced univariate network densities
(Figures S4A and S4B), discard fractions (Figure S4A) and run times (Figure S4C).
FlashWeaveHE also utilizes clr transformation for compositionality correction, albeit slightly modified. Since FlashWeaveHE does
not consider absences for its association calculations (see STAR Methods), it requires no (adaptive) pseudo-counts. Instead, only
non-zero compositional abundances are used to compute the compositional center (geometric mean, Equation 1) used for the trans-
formation, resulting in the normalization scheme clr-nonzero.
FlashWeave-F and FlashWeaveHE-F differ from the FlashWeave-S and FlashWeaveHE-S by applying mutual information tests
which necessitate data discretization. FlashWeave-F uses a straight-forward discretization scheme: all non-zero abundance values
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become one, while absences remain zero (binarization). This approach makes clr normalization and pseudo-counts unnecessary,
thereby avoiding the previously described issues, and is inherently robust to compositional artifacts, since the resulting data set
is not compositional (i.e. changes in the counts of one OTU cannot influence counts of other OTUs). FlashWeaveHE-F on the other
hand discretizes all clr-nonzero transformed values into two bins per OTU ("high" abundance vs "low" abundance), with bins sepa-
rated by the median.
Meta variables (MVs) are by default not normalized for FlashWeave-S and FlashWeaveHE-S and should thus, if necessary, be pro-
vided in a sensible pre-normalized format by the user. For FlashWeave-F and FlashWeaveHE-F, continuous MVs are by default dis-
cretized into two bins separated by their median.
Accuracy and Robustness Benchmarks
For the NorTA (American Gut) benchmark, synthetic data was generated as described in (Kurtz et al., 2015) using the "amgut.filt" data
set, "cluster" and "scale free" topologies and default settings for all other parameters. Briefly, the method takes an input data set of
real microbial abundances, a target topology and a target distribution as its main parameters. It then generates an interaction matrix
that matches the target topology and includes both direct and indirect OTU-OTU associations (realized by inverting a designed pre-
cision matrix, which specifies a multivariate-Gaussian distribution). Next, the method simulates abundances for all OTUs, based on
the interaction matrix, and subsequently transforms these synthetic OTU abundances to a user-specified target distribution (the
zero-inflated negative binomial in our case), fitted to themargins from the real input data set. Since the original method does not simu-
late noise as introduced byDNA extraction and sample sequencing, we furthermore downsampled each generated sample to depths
randomly picked from "amgut.filt", which mimics the largely arbitrary sequencing of community subsets of varying size. This step
furthermore induced data compositionality, an important property of real microbial sequencing data sets.
For the Ecological Models benchmark, data sets were generated as described in (Weiss et al., 2016), restricted to linear ecological
relationships (corresponding to Tables 6, 7, and 16–18 in the original publication). In this simulation, OTUs are sampled from log-
normal distributions (with varying parameters) and are subsequently linearly transformed through arithmetic operations over interac-
tion partner abundances (for pairs or triples of OTUs). By adjusting signs and strengths of the transformations, this method was used
to simulate a variety of ecological interaction types, including amensalism, commensalism, mutualism, parasitism, competition, obli-
gate synthrophy and partial-obligate synthrophy.
For each topology (NorTA) and table (Ecological Models) we generated three independent data sets with 500, 1000 and 2000
samples, respectively (no additional OTU prevalence filters were applied). For the NorTA benchmark, we furthermore simulated
five independent replicates per data set. To create data sets with multiple disjoint habitats for the heterogeneous Ecological Models
benchmark (Figure 3C), the three differently sized data set tables were aggregated. In this aggregation, OTUs and interactions were
assumed to be distinct, i.e. that each OTU and interaction are only present in one habitat. F1, recall and precision scores for all syn-
thetic data benchmarks were computed using the Python package sklearn (Pedregosa et al., 2011).
The repeated rarefaction robustness benchmark was based on the procedure in (Weiss et al., 2016). Briefly, a single input data set
was repeatedly rarefied to a fixed number of sequences and networks were computed with each method on each rarefaction. Then,
for each network prediction method, all edges predicted in at least one rarefaction were collected and for each of these edges, the
number of rarefactions it was found in was determined (higher counts = higher edge stability). We used the rarefied tables from (Weiss
et al., 2016) (Tables 10–19 in the original publication; rarefaction depth 2000), which were based on the data set from (Ridaura et al.,
2013), and further removed OTUs found in less than 20% of the samples in each rarefaction. We additionally benchmarked a
randomly chosen synthetic data set from the NorTA benchmark (clustering topology, see above), the HMP data set (see subsection
"Computational Speed Benchmarks") and the aggregated table 6 from our heterogeneous Ecological Models benchmark (see
above) in this fashion. These data sets were rarefied to the same depth as theWeiss tables (2000 reads) using a custom Python func-
tion. For the heterogeneous data sets (Ecological Models, HMP), we used 5 instead of 10 rarefactions to reduce computation time.
For the structural zero robustness benchmark, we reduced all body sites in the HMP data set (see subsection "Computational
Speed Benchmarks") via random subsampling to a fixed number of 312 samples per site. For each body site, we then picked all
OTUs found in at least 10 samples of that site (175 - 619 OTUs) and removed their non-zero counts from all samples belonging to
other body sites. The resulting body site-specific data sets were then aggregated into a single table. Inference tools were applied
to i) each individual body site table separately, ii) the aggregated data set of all body sites. Finally, the edge overlaps between all
sub-networks and the aggregated network were compared using the Jaccard similarity index.
Dependent sample groups were simulated in the following fashion: First, a dependence-free data set was simulated using a zero-
inflated multivariate log-normal distribution, constructed with the Julia package Distributions.jl (JuliaStats, 2018c). OTUs were simu-
lated as ecologically independent (covariance matrix = identity matrix), a vector of log-means for the log-normal component was
sampled uniformly from range 2 to 10 and parameters for the zero-inflated multinomial component were sampled from a Beta dis-
tribution with a=1 and b=3. This modelM was used to simulate abundances for 200 OTUs in 10,000 samples, resulting in OTU table
Aind. In addition to this dependence-free data set, sets S
f
n of dependent sample groups g
f
i;n were generated, where n˛{5, 50, 100}
was the number of dependent sample groups per set, i ˛{1 .. n} was the group index and f˛{0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5}was the fraction of
samples in Aind to be replaced with S
f
n (i.e. the dependence fraction). Additionally, we simulated different within-group distances d˛
{0.0, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75}for each gfi;n through constrained iterative sampling, where new samples were generated fromM until the desired
f was reached and new samples were only accepted when the mean Bray-Curtis distance to all previously accepted samples was
within 0.01 from d (distance computed with the Julia package Distances.jl (JuliaStats, 2018a)). In the special case of d = 0.0, random
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samples from Aind were picked and repeated within g
f
i;n until f was reached. Empirical distances in the simulated sample groups
closely matched target distances (Figure S2B).
Computational Speed Benchmarks
The HMP data set consisted of 5514 samples from the body sites oral, gastrointestinal tract, urogenital tract, skin and airways. Sam-
ples were mapped to OTUs at 96% 16S rRNA identity using MAPseq (version v1.0 (Matias Rodrigues et al., 2017), confidence >0.5)
and the full-length 16S reference provided with MAPseq. For the heterogeneous runtime benchmark, the data set was further filtered
for OTUs with prevalence >20.
For the TARAOcean benchmark, we aggregated the preprocessed OTU counts tables provided by (Lima-Mendez et al., 2015) into
a single data set. After filtering for OTUs with prevalence >50 and samples with at least one read, the data set contained 289 samples
and 3762 OTUs.
Parameters for each network inference tool were as reported in Table S1. The authors note that CoNet was run with the non-default
Simes method for p-value merging, which tends to increase sensitivity at the possible loss of precision. Since not all tools readily
supported parallelism, benchmarks were conducted on a single core on an AMD Opteron 2347 HE machine (1 GHz).
Literature Interaction Predictions
To reduce computation time, we filtered the TARA Oceans data set down to only OTUs participating in at least one genus-level liter-
ature interaction reported in (Lima-Mendez et al., 2015) (using evidence codes 2 and 3, i.e. microscopic evidence with or without
sequence evidence). After removing samples with no reads (no OTU prevalence filters), the final data set consisted of 234 samples
and 702 OTUs. Edges predicted by each tool were sorted according to their reported weights (merged q-value in the case of CoNet,
which uses multiple weight measures; Pearson’s r for SparCC) and this ranking was plotted as cumulative curves (Figure 2B).
Meta Variable Analysis in the HMP
An indirect association was counted as explained by aMV if at least one MVwas present in the set of conditional variables leading to
the association’s exclusion (Figure S1B). The correlation between shared primer influence and interaction probability was estimated
by computing, for each pair of OTUs (Oi,Oj), the absolute difference of association strengths in the HMP network betweenOi and the
primer MV and Oj and the primer MV, leading to small values for OTU pairs with similar primer influence and larger values for differ-
ences in influence. Correlations between these values and the interaction strengths for each Oi and Oj were then computed using
Pearson’s r.
Global Gut Network Analysis
Data Set Creation and Network Computation
Studies from the NCBI Sequence Read Archive database (SRA (Leinonen et al., 2011)) were filtered for human samples through the
automated parsing ofmetadata annotation fields,matching at least one of the following rules: 1) "Human" or "Homo sapiens" is found
in the host name field, 2) "9606" is found in either the host taxon ID or sample taxon ID field, or 3) "human (gut|gastrointestinal)
metagenome" is found in the organism field, where "(gut|gastrointestinal)" is a regular expression match for either "gut" or "gastro-
intestinal". For matching samples, a list of keywords was parsed from all main annotation fields and further curated to remove un-
informative terms, resulting in a set of keywords assigned to each sample. Samples were then further filtered for gut association
by only retaining samples matching at least one of the following keywords: "intestinal", "intestine", "alimentary", "bowel", "cecum",
"crohn", "gut", "colon", "commensal-gut", "diarrhoea", "digestive-tract", "digestive tract", "duodenum", "enteric", "enteritis",
"enterocolitis", "enteropathogenic", "enterohemorrhagic", "equol", "feces", "gastroenteritis", "gastrointestinal", "ileum", "ileos-
tomy", "jejunum", "meconium", "mesentery", "mid-gut", "probiotic", "rectum", "stec", "vibriosis". Keywords of these samples
were additionally checked for terms not related to gut, followed by manual review of such samples via the SRA web service and
removal in case of likely non-gut origin.
The final set of samples was downloaded and mapped to OTUs at 98% 16S rRNA identity using MAPseq (version v1.0 (Matias
Rodrigues et al., 2017), confidence >0.5) and the full-length 16S rRNA reference database providedwithMAPseq (hierarchically clus-
tered with HPC-CLUST (Matias Rodrigues and von Mering, 2014) using average linkage). We removed samples with less than 100
mapped reads and OTUs found in less than 200 samples (see Table S2 for SRA accessions of the final sample set). Taxonomy was
assigned to OTUs based on a 90% consensus over the full taxonomic lineages of all OTU member sequences. A trusted set of taxo-
nomic classifications was generated using the annotated taxonomy provided by NCBI (updated on February 2018) including only
sequences belonging to RefSeq (O’Leary et al., 2016) genomes and sequences from culture collection strains. The remaining
sequences were taxonomically classified using a version of MAPseq modified to compute global alignments and the trusted set
of sequences with their associated taxonomies (confidence cutoffR0.5). Applied identity cutoff and scaling parameters (delimited
by colons) were 0.00:0.08 (Kingdom), 0.75:0.035 (Phylum), 0.785:0.035 (Class), 0.82:0.045 (Order), 0.865:0.06 (Family), 0.92:0.06
(Genus), 0.95:0.05 (Species), with identity cutoffs as suggested in (Yarza et al., 2014).
In addition, we retrieved sequencing method information from the SRA ("WGS", "AMPLICON" "RNA-SEQ" or "OTHER") and
filtered the previously extracted metadata keywords for a set of 128 potentially interesting terms such as "fibre", "antibiotics" and
"cancer". This metadata information was used to create a MV information table which was further hierarchically clustered into
92 MV groups (average linkage, unweighted Jaccard similarity >0.9). See Table S3 for representatives picked for each group, as
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well as to which projects and how many samples per project each group was assigned. In addition, see Table S2 for a mapping of
extracted MV information to individual sequencing samples.
The OTU table and the MV group table were finally used as input to FlashWeaveHE-F with parameters reported in Table S1 to
compute the GGNcond and AGP networks and with max-k = 0 to compute GGNuni.
FDR Estimation and Modularity
To estimate the false positive rate, we generated a null model by breaking associations between taxa through sequencing depth-
conserving shuffling of the GG data set (Lima-Mendez et al., 2015). Modularity (Newman, 2006) was computed for positive edges
(unweighted) and based on cluster assignments from the Markov Cluster Algorithm (MCL (Van Dongen, 2008) version 14-137, infla-
tion parameter 1.5).
Influence of Dependent Sample Groups on GGNcond
To estimate the impact of dependent sample groups on network inference of the Global Gut data set (GG), we first identified samples
that were sequenced more than once. This resulted in 4700 samples (9% of all samples), independent re-sequencings of which
covered 31% of the data set in total. When analyzing sample distances (measured as Bray-Curtis dissimilarity, computed with the
Julia package Distances.jl (JuliaStats, 2018a)) within vs. between these sample groups, we found that within-group distances, while
generally smaller than between-group distances, still covered awide range of values (Figure S3B). This indicated substantial variation
within sample groups, potentially providing important information for network inference. Additionally, our simulation benchmarks
predicted negligible numbers of false positives for the mean within-group distance (0.37), dependent sample fraction (31%), number
of groups (>100) and mode (FlashWeaveHE-F) used to compute the Global Gut network (GGNcond) (Figure S2A). As expected from
our simulations, we furthermore detected a steep increase in predicted edges (43,493 to 82,552, an increase of 89%) when replacing
each group with identical copies of one group-specific representative, and thus shifting the data set towards the distance region with
high expected numbers of false positives.
Besides shared sample material, other sources of sample dependence, such as samples taken from the same individual in a time
series, could also influence GGNcond. To account for these types of dependence, we systematically clustered samples in GG with
increasing sample distance thresholds. For computational efficiency, the GG data set was clustered using an iterative greedy
approach, in which samples were initially sorted by number of mapped reads (descending order). Iterating through that order, the
clustering algorithm checked in each step if any subsequent samples were within the desired distance threshold d and added these
samples to the current cluster, removing them from future consideration. For each clustering, we then computed networks based on
cluster representatives and compared these to a background of networks computed from random subsets of GG with matching
numbers of samples. The procedure was repeated for d˛{0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5}. Univariate and conditional networks for each clus-
tering and background data set were computed using the same parameters as used for GGNcond and GGNuni, respectively. In the
presence of substantial false positives due to sample dependence, we expected the cluster-based networks to show steeper initial
drops in edge numbers compared to the background networks, because clustering specifically removes spurious dependence sig-
nals and hence false positives, while random subsampling retains them. In addition, univariate networks produced markedly
increased numbers of false positives under strong sample dependence conditions compared to conditional networks in our simula-
tions (Figure S2A), suggesting that initial drops in edge numbers should be evenmore distinct for univariate networks. In our tests, we
however did not observe any of these clear indicators of sample dependence, since edge reductions in cluster-based networks were
always similar to or smaller than for background networks, both in the conditional and univariate case (Figure S3C). Hence, we could
not detect a signal for false positives due to sample dependence in GGNcond.
Impact of Meta Variables on Negative Hubs
In order to estimate whether negative associations of the top 20 negative hub OTUs could be explained by MVs, we collected all
negative associations of these OTUs and computed for each MV, how often samples assigned with this MV contributed to a positive
or negative association signal within the negative edges. We then compared MV frequencies of negative contributions to those of
positive contributions and found no significant difference (paired T-test, P > 0.99), indicating that positive and negative association
signals were overall driven by samples with highly similar MV distributions.
Phylogenetic Assortativity
For phylogenetic tree construction, the alignment of representatives for all 98% 16S rRNA identity OTUs in the MAPseq reference
database (92,659 full-length 16S rRNA sequences) was computed with INFERNAL (version 1.1.2 (Nawrocki and Eddy, 2013)) using
the microbial secondary structure model SSU-ALIGN (Nawrocki and Eddy, 2013). The phylogenetic tree was then reconstructed us-
ing fasttree (version 2.1.3 (Price et al., 2010)) with the GTR substitution model and otherwise default options. For the phylogenetic
assortativity analysis, the GGNcond network was reduced into two separate networks restricted to edges and vertices participating
in only positive and negative associations, respectively. To generate a random background, vertices in each network were randomly
connected to create a network with vertex and edge numbers matching the original network. Phylogenetic distance between inter-
action partners was calculated as total branch length between the leaves corresponding to these OTUs. The same procedure was
repeated for GGNuni to estimate phylogenetic assortativity of univariate edges.
Associations between H2 Producers and Consumers
OTU thatmapped to H2 producing and consuming taxa (taken from (Carbonero et al., 2012)) were identified inGGNcond. The number
of positive associations between these groups was compared to associations between the same groups in 100 randomly generated
networks. To assure comparability, random networks were generated such that the expected positive degree for each OTU was
conserved and the interaction probabilities respected the phylogenetic assortativity signal detected in GGNcond. The latter was
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done to assure that non-random association patterns were not explainable by phylogenetic assortativity alone. This step was imple-
mented by using the Julia package KernelDensity.jl (JuliaStats, 2018b) to fit a Kernel Density Estimate (Gaussian kernel with m = 0.0
and s=0.25) per OTU Oi to the phylogenetic distances Dij between Oi of all of its positive interaction partners O
i
j, which yielded dis-
tribution Pi. When sampling neighbors of Oi, the probability pij of OTUs Oi and Oj interacting was then computed as the reciprocal
product Pi(Dij) ,Pj(Dij), followed by re-normalization of pi={pij, jsi} to a proper probability density. Degree conservation was achieved
by only considering OTUs Oj for interaction if their current degree was still smaller than in GGNcond.
Normalization Comparison
The subset of Gastrointestinal tract samples from the HMP data set was filtered along sequencing depth and OTU prevalence gra-
dients, followed by applying the clr (pseudo-count 1) and clr-adapt normalization schemes (see subsection "Normalization"). Asso-
ciations were inferred using FlashWeave-Swithmax-k 0 (univariate) andmax-k 3 (conditional) and all other options as in Table S1. For
the oral comparison, the oral subset of the HMP data set (1000 OTUs, no OTU prevalence filter) was used and networks were
computed with 20 CPU cores.
QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS
Statistical tests used in our downstream analyses (i.e. excluding tests applied by network inference tools) include the two-sample
Kolmogorov-Smirnov test, the paired T-test, a correlation test of Pearson’s r (using the Student’s t-distribution), and empirical per-
mutation tests. Significance was defined as P < 0.05 for all downstream analyses. Tests were applied as appropriate throughout the
Results section.
DATA AND CODE AVAILABILITY
FlashWeave is open source software implemented in Julia (Bezanson et al., 2017) and freely available from https://github.com/
meringlab/FlashWeave.jl under the GNU General Public License v3.0. Sample accessions and extracted meta variable information
for the Global Gut data set are provided in Table S2. The conditional network of predicted Global Gut interactions (GGNcond) is
provided as Table S4.
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